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CELEBRATING OVER 30 YEARS IN HOUSING

Bridgewater’s Chief Executive, Ian McLean is celebrating over 30 years
working in public service and particularly in the area of social housing… read
more page 6.

Report on the Scottish Social Housing
Charter 2017/18, and 2018/19 Diary!

---Paying Your Rent Over the Holidays--It’s really important that everyone keeps up with their rent payments
over the Christmas and New Year holiday. Even though the office will
be closed, there are a number of ways that you can pay your rent
Visit www.bridgewaterha.org.uk/pay for more information on ways
you can pay your rent.
If you’re worried about falling behind with your payments, then
please speak to your Housing Officer as soon as possible, and don’t
leave things until the last minute. Contact details for your Housing
Officer are shown below.
North Barr (including Barholm Drive & Crescent)
Myra Buchanan
T: 0141 814 5162 E: mbuchanan@bridgewaterha.org.uk

A ‘NEW’ REPAIRS CONTRACTOR
We’re delighted to tell you that MITIE PROPERTY SERVICES have been appointed as
Bridgewater’s new day-to-day
day repairs contractor… Read more on page 7

Park Mains
Mark Wilson
T: 0141 814 5164 E:: mwilson@bridgewaterha.org.uk
Bargarran
Megan McQuade
Telephone: 0141 814 5163 E:: mmcquade@bridgewaterha.org.uk
---Emergency
Emergency Contact Numbers
If you have an emergency over the holidays, you can contact any of
these numbers:
For All Emergency Gas Heating And Hot Water Repairs - GasSure:
ure:
01294 468 113
For All Other Emergency Repairs – MITIE: 0845 600 8624
Loss of Gas Supply - SGN (Scottish Gas Network): 0800 111 999
Loss of Electricity – SP Network: 0800 092 9290
Loss of Water Supply – Scottish Water: 0800 0778 778

HOLIDAYS!
Our office closes on 12:00pm Mon 24nd Dec 2018 and
re-opens on 9:00am Fri 4th Jan 2019

The Board and Staff of Bridgewater Housing Association would like to wish all our customers,
members, and partners a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Issue #34

LOOKING AHEAD TO THE FUTURE
CONSIDERING OPTIONS

THE SCOTTISH SOCIAL HOUSING
CHARTER

As part of our current work to up-date the Association’s Business Plan, we are looking ahead to the future and
trying to decide whether Bridgewater should continue as a stand-alone organisation or whether we should
either become part of a larger organisation or become part of a larger group of organisations. I should say at
this point that we are simply exploring the options and that the Board’s preference is to remain as a standalone organisation, independent but collaborating more. (Option 2). However before coming to a final
decision, the Board would like to know what our customers think and would like to take their views into
consideration before finalising our plans for the future.

PUBLISHING FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

At a recent strategy day, facilitated by an independent consultant the following options were considered.
1.
2.
3.
4.

remain independent,
remain independent and collaborate more,
partner with another RSL to form a group structure, and
merge with another RSL.

Remaining Independent
Remaining independent would mean that the Association would continue to operate the way it does at the
moment with its own Board and determining its own direction and priorities, much in the same way as we do
now. Though the Association would need to ensure that it was financially able over the long term and could
continue to provide good services.
Remain independent and collaborate more
This would mean continuing to operate much in the same way as we do at the moment as an independent
autonomous organisation but exploiting ways of reducing costs and improving services by working more with
other Associations and other organisations. Again the Association would need to ensure that it was financially
viable over the long term and could continue to provide good services.
Partner with another RSL to form a group structure
This would mean continuing to be a Housing Association but being part of a larger group of Housing
Associations with a “parent” organisation in charge. This would mean some of the decisions that we currently
take around investment and rents etc. potentially being taken by the “parent” organisation. This could mean
that because the Association was part of a larger group there could be economies of scale and could make
savings in running costs.
Merge with another RSL
This would mean the Association becoming part of another larger Association and ceasing to be Bridgewater
Housing Association. All decisions would be made by the new larger organisation. This would likely mean
considerable savings being made in running costs.

In the end of October the Association published its
Report on the Scottish Social Housing Charter for
the period 2017/18. This is the document that you
receive each year from us and which forms part of
the annual Diary, (which is enclosed in this
newsletter).
The Charter helps to improve the quality and value
of the services that social landlords provide and
supports the Scottish Government’s long term aim
of creating a safer and stronger Scotland.
Outcome 14 and 15 of the Charter talks about rents
and service charges and places a requirement for
social landlords to consult with their customers
about publishing expenditure above certain
thresholds, so for example some Associations
publish expenditure on their website of items and
works which costs over £500 or £1000 etc
A number of years ago we asked our tenants
whether they would find this information useful.
However there was no appetite for it. Nevertheless,
we are asking again whether you think you would
find it useful for the Association to publish
information about our expenditure above certain
thresholds in next years report and if so how much
do you think the threshold should be.
If you would like to respond, you can visit our
website at www.bridgewaterha.org.uk where there
is a section for you to comment on.

We would like to hear what you think about these options and we have provided an opportunity on our web
site for you to tell us. Please visit the web site at www.bridgewaterha.org.uk and let us know what you think.

Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Complaints handling
training
Wednesday 21st November, our staff attended Complaints handling training hosted by Scottish Public
Services Ombudsman’s Kerry Flinn, accompanied by her colleague Nicola. The staff underwent this training
in hope to build better understanding of complainants, improve how we handle complaints, and to better
understand the procedures on how to deal with a complaint. An evaluation of the training showed that the
staff felt that they benefited greatly from the training, and now have a better understanding of complaints
handling. We’d like to thank Kerry, Nicola, and the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman for providing an
interesting and enjoyable session.

PAYING YOUR RENT OVER THE HOLIDAYS!
You can pay with Cash or Debit / Credit card by presenting your allpay Card at
any Post Office or PayPoint Outlet. This will require your 19-digit reference
from your allpay card, as well as your Debit/Credit card

You can also make an easy secure payment online by visiting our website:
www.bridgewaterha.org.uk

Scan the QR code for a direct link to the payments page
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Cyber Essentials Plus
Bridgewater Housing Association is proud that we have
once again earned our Cyber Essentials Plus certificate.
It is a testament to our mission to keep your personal
data and information safe and secure. It is important to
us that our customers feel safe in the knowledge that
any information they pass on to us will be treated with
the upmost discretion and security.

Development of a
Common Housing
Allocation Policy for
Renfrewshire
Renfrewshire
Council,
working
alongside
four
local
housing
associations, has developed a draft
Common Housing Allocation Policy
for Renfrewshire. This will provide a
joint approach to allocating Council
and Housing Association homes
throughout Renfrewshire.
Together we are committed to
providing high quality, affordable
housing that meets peoples’ housing
needs. The new proposed draft
Common Housing Allocation Policy
has been prepared to reflect the
changes being introduced by the
Housing (Scotland) Act 2014.
Your views on how we apply the new
legislation
and
deliver
our
commitment to meet people’s
housing needs within the policy are
very important to us. We are
therefore
holding
a
two-part
consultation process on our proposed
draft Common Housing Allocation
Policy.
Firstly, an online survey is being
hosted on each partner landlord’s
website. To allow us to fully consider
your views, we would be pleased if
you would take some time to
complete the survey before 7h
December 2018. The survey can be
accessed from the Council’s website:
www.renfrewshire.gov.uk/commo
nallocationpolicy
The proposed draft Common Housing
Allocation Policy along with a
summary version of the policy is
available from our website to help you
complete the survey.
Following our consultation, we will be
considering all responses carefully
within our draft common allocation
policy. The results of our consultation
will be published later in our policy
development process.
Following completion of a successful 5 year contract, Bridgewater Housing Association are pleased to confirm that we have been awarded a new 3
year contract (2 years with the option of a 1 year extension) to provide Care & Repair services throughout Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire. The
contract commenced on 1 November 2017. This means our clients can continue to rely on us to providing high quality services
The tables below shows targets against completions for the 2012-2017 contract. All targets were exceeded and most importantly our assistance was
provided to a far greater number of people than anticipated thanks to the commitment and funding provided by both councils.
Works
Disabled adaptations
Small repairs
Handyperson
Advice only

RENFREWSHIRE
Target
Actual
492
644
7,500
8,763
4,845
258

Council grant spend
£2,098,476.45
-

Works
Disabled adaptations
Small repairs
Handyperson
Advice only

EAST RENFREWSHIRE
Target
Actual
300
366
5,000
6,326
2,500
4,266
202

Council grant spend
£1,329,925.45
-
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Street Party
As part of the Associations 21st Birthday Celebrations, we held a fun day/Street Party on
Saturday 11th August on the Barwood Park, Erskine
Working in conjunction with Impact Arts there were a variety of activities taking place on the day which included:•
•
•
•
•

The opportunity for individuals to make 21st celebratory keys which would be incorporated into a large metal
mural for the Association to display.
There was a photo booth, which helped to gather feedback on the Association and the event.
As well as face painting, balloon modelling, and a variety of
raffles.
Music was provided by Erskine Music and Media Studio
There was an ice cream van providing free ice cream to
everyone who attended on the day.

Those who attended stayed for around an hour and were very
complimentary of the event. Comments from attendees include:
“Everything was amazing!”
“Couldn’t believe it was all free and the kids had such a good time”
“I was with my 4 year old, so he loved everything. He created a UFO object in the arts and crafts and then got a
Batman face paint and then a dinosaur balloon.”

Raffle winners

Jay Larkin – winner of name the teddy competition

Denise Dos Santos and Pat McNally winners of bottles of champagne

A big thank you to our contractors
Ideverde for sponsorship and help on the day
And James Frew for donations towards the raffles prizes.
Thanks to Bay Ices for their excellent service throughout the
day and Ambulance Scotland for being on standby, thankfully
there were no emergencies requiring their attention.
A big thanks to the Association’s staff and board members for
organising and attending on the day.
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AGM 2018
The Association held its 21st Annual General Meeting in August this year and the chair
successfully negotiated the business of the AGM to a successful conclusion.
Although we have more than 50 members, (we would like to have more) 20 members attended to lend their support and to listen to the business and vote on the major
items which the AGM is designed to deal with.
Members heard from the outgoing Chair, Hugh Cameron who spoke about his five years at the helm of
Bridgewater and the many changes and improvements he had seen during this time. Hugh said he was
immensely proud of the success of the Association and the part that he and his fellow Board members had
played in that success. However he also paid tribute to the staff, many of whom were in attendance and the
hard work which he knew goes in to helping to ensure that Bridgewater lives up to is values and continues to
do the best for its customers.
The Chief Executive, Ian Mclean, also paid tribute
to Hugh and thanked him for all of his support
during the five years. Ian said that Hugh didn’t
make his job any easier but appreciated the
challenge and insightful contributions which Hugh
and other Board members have made during the year which has meant better decisions by the Board. Ian
talked about the financial success of the Association, as well as success in relation to some of things which
matter most to the Association’s customers and thanked customers for their patience when the Association
doesn’t get it right. Thankfully our surveys and the data that we collect on performance means we get it right
more than we get it wrong.
The Association’s Auditors French Duncan, explained the Association’s Accounts and talked about the Audit
of the Association’s finances which they had conducted. The Association’s Accountant told members that they
had found nothing to be concerned about, that the Association had good accounting practices in place and that
its short, medium and long term finances were looking good. The membership then approved the accounts on
the recommendation of the Association’s Board.
The final agenda item for the Association was the election of new Board members. A number of Board members
were standing down but had decided to re-nominate themselves and all were re-elected, together with a new
Board Member to bolster finance experience on the Association’s Audit and Risk Sub Committee.
Consequently, the Association’s Board remains a stable group of people with a huge range of skills and experience to bring to bear on the decisions which the Board is
asked to make.
The AGM was a success and the Board look forward to working with the staff and our customers in the coming year.

Enclosed in this edition of our newsletter is a copy of our latest Annual Report on the Charter (ARC). This is our 5th
report and my first as Chair of the Association.
I take up this important and challenging role having been a member of Bridgewater Housing Association for some
considerable time and a Board Member since 2012, serving as Secretary and latterly as Vice Chair. During this time, I
worked closely with our outgoing Chair Hugh Cameron and would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to him for his
Stewardship of the Board over the past five years and also during the period of time that our ARC report covers. With his
wide range of skills, experience and contacts, coupled with enthusiasm, drive and commitment to Bridgewater, Hugh
successfully oversaw many significant improvements and changes to our organisation and steps down at a time when the
organisation is strong and focused on the future.

Alistair Morris - Chairperson

As a “local lad” who has grown up in Erskine and been a tenant of Bridgewater for more than 20 years, I am looking
forward to leading the Board as we strive to build on past successes and more recent achievements. My ambition for the
Association is for it to become very important in people’s lives and that our customers genuinely believe that the
Association belongs to them. We are committed to making a positive difference in people’s lives and creating homes, not
just houses in a community where people want to live and bring up their children. I am hoping that with your help we can
do just that.
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Freezing weather affects all of us, including our
relatives, friends and neighbours, and
particularly older and vulnerable people in our
community.
The houses and flats that we live in need looking
after in cold weather too, so we’re taking this
opportunity to provide some winter weather
advice to all our customers.
Keep this newsletter somewhere handy; it has
the telephone number of the office and the
Emergency Contractors you may need to call.

Burst and frozen pipes can be avoided if some essential
precautions are taken. Help to protect your home and your
belongings with these simple steps:

If you’re planning go away for more than a day or two, turn
off the stop valve and drain off both hot and cold water
systems. Contact our Technical Services Staff at the office if
you are unsure of where the main stop valve is or what to
do. If you leave the house empty for a period of days, to go
on holiday for example, it is a good idea to leave the keys
with a relative or neighbour and to inform the Police. You
should also tell your Housing Officer at the office when you
will be away.

Try to keep your home reasonably warm day and
night. Wearing several layers of thin clothing
made with wool, cotton, or fleecy synthetic
materials is better than wearing one thick layer
of clothes.

If you live in a block of flats, check with your neighbours
before turning off the water in case it affects the water
supply to other flats in the block.

If you’re an older or vulnerable person and it
does turn really cold, try and eat at least one hot
meal a day and sip hot drinks throughout the
day. It’s important for you to be as active as
possible if you can be. Spreading household
chores throughout the day is a good way to stay
mobile. Remember to stock up on food and
other essentials in case it’s too cold to go to the
shops for a few days.

In the event of very low temperatures it is a good idea to
open the hatch to the attic (if you have one). Although this
will add slightly to your heating bill it will give additional
protection to your water tank (if you have one) and pipes in
the roof space.

Get a flu jab if your doctor recommends it.
Let us know if you think your heating is not
warming up your house enough or if you’re
feeling any cold draughts. It’s better to sort these
things out now rather than when it gets really
cold. Someone in our Technical Services
Department will be happy to assist you.

1. Find out where your stop valve is located. This is the
stop cock fitted to the pipe that brings water into your
home. It’s often located under the kitchen sink, but not
always.
2. Remember to keep this newsletter close by - it has the
telephone number for Bridgewater and our Emergency
Contractors.
3. If you have any pipework that you think should be
insulated, please let the Association’s technical
department know and we will check this out for you.
4. If you have an external tap, turn off the water supply
to it (it should be fitted with its own stop cock) and
open the tap so that any water can drain away.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn off the water at the stop valve
Switch off the electricity at the mains
Switch off any electrical water heaters, like immersers
Switch off central heating systems
Open all taps to sinks and bath to let the water drain away
If possible, collect water in the bath for flushing the toilet
and for washing
Call our office during working hours on 0141 812 2237 or
the emergency call out number 0845 600 8624 when the
office is closed.
Warn neighbours who might be affected by leaks.

Turn off the water at the stop valve
Open all taps to sinks, basins and bath
If possible, collect water in the bath for flushing the toilet
and for washing
Raise the temperature in the house gradually using your
central heating system

It is a good idea to leave your heating system on, even when you
are out or away on holiday. Leave the boiler on at a very low
setting, and turn the radiator valves to the ‘frost’ setting. Again,
if you are unsure about this contact our Technical Services
Department.

The next fire, flood or accident could happen to you. Have you
insured your furniture and household contents? Check with your
own insurer that you are covered for this type of eventuality.
Tenants with no household insurance could be facing real
financial disaster so please make sure that you have adequate
insurance.

Whether you are in the house or away in holiday, you are
responsible for it and may have to pay for damage done by frost
if it could have been avoided.

CELEBRATING OVER 30 YEARS IN HOUSING
Bridgewater’s Chief Executive, Ian McLean is celebrating over 30 years working in
public service and particularly in the area of social housing. In fact Ian has worked in
housing for 36 years, first of all with Glasgow City Council Housing Department, then
Dumfries and Galloway Council Housing Services Department and for the past 20
years as Director and Chief Executive of Bridgewater Housing Association. Ian’s
achievement, along with others working for local housing associations in
Renfrewshire was recognised at a recent meeting of the Federation of Local
(Housing) Associations in Renfrewshire with a long Service Award, presented by
Susan Campbell from Employers in Voluntary Housing.
Ian said he was very “chuffed” to receive the award and although he was very
grateful for the start that Glasgow City Council gave him all those years ago he was
most proud of his work with Bridgewater and the successes that the Association has
had during his time at the helm. He thanked EVH for the award and the staff and
committee members over the years who had supported him.
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A ‘NEW’ REPAIRS CONTRACTOR
We’re delighted to tell you that MITIE PROPERTY SERVICES have been appointed as Bridgewater’s new day-to-day repairs
contractor. MITIE will be a familiar name to many of our tenants and our other service users, having been our repairs
contractor for more than 8 years before losing the contract to Novus in April 2017. The new contract is for four years, and
MITIE’s bid was accepted because it represents the best combination of quality and price. We’re confident that MITIE will
provide the levels of service that our customers have come to expect and we look forward to working with them to create a
first class repairs service.
MITIE took over the contract from Novus on the 1st of October and some of their tradespeople and supervisors will be familiar
faces to many of our service users.

Bridgewater’s NEW Chair Alistair Morris welcomes our NEW repairs
Contractor MITIE Property Services….
Remember, if you want to report any type of repair Monday to Friday during normal office hours
(but excluding public holidays) then all you need to do is phone Bridgewater on: 0141 812 2237.
One of our staff will take your details and our technical team will make any necessary arrangements.
If you need to report an emergency repair outside of normal office hours, at weekends or during
public holidays, the numbers to call are:
For plumbing repairs, water penetration, problems with your electrics and joinery repairs, phone
MITIE on 0845 600 8624
For heating or gas boiler repairs, phone GasSure on: 01298 468 113
Please use the emergency out-of-ours numbers only for genuine emergencies. If your repair is not an emergency please wait until the office is open to report your repair or alternatively
just email us at: repairs@bridgewaterha.org.uk, or you can report your repair through our website at: https://www.bridgewaterha.org.uk/repairs/
If you simply want to discuss a repair or maintenance issue with a member of our technical staff, or just want to make a general enquiry, please contact us using the number given
above. We’ve included a fridge magnet with this newsletter which has this important information on it. Please put it somewhere handy. Oh yes – and please throw away any of the
old Novus fridge magnets (which are shaped like a house) and update any contact lists you may have. Remember you may be recharged for any abuse or misuse of the out-of-hours
repairs service.

Did you know that heating accounts for about 55 per cent of what you spend in a year on energy bills, and that
the average saving you could make by switching supplier is £200 but it could be as much as £300 if you have
never switched at all?
You can start to take control of your energy bills in a range of ways, so [insert Housing Association name] has teamed up with
Home Energy Scotland to help you find out how.
Funded by Scottish Government, Home Energy Scotland provides free, impartial energy advice designed to help householders
make informed decisions. Home Energy Scotland has no connection with any energy supplier, and does not cold call.
At this time of the year, heating systems start to be put to the test, so now is a great time to make sure you are set up so as to
get the most out of your system. Advisors can help in a range of ways, including how to manage your heating controls, and simple
ways to help you save energy and keep your home warmer for less. The team can also see if you’re eligible for financial support,
benefits and incentives, and advise on shopping around for a cheaper energy supply.
To find out how Home Energy Scotland help you, family or friends, call free of charge on 0808 808 2282, quoting
Winter2018. Alternatively email adviceteam@sc.homeenergyscotland.org and an advisor will call you back, or contact the team
on Facebook (@HomeEnergyScotlandSC) or Twitter (HES_SC).
Free prize draw*
Home Energy Scotland is offering a chance to win FREE energy bills for a whole year. Imagine a year with no energy costs; and if
you follow the team’s top tips too, a cheaper annual cost in future.
*Terms and conditions apply

Top tips to keep you cosy for less
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set your heating controls to manage the temperature of your home. Remember to use the weekday and weekend settings.
By regularly bleeding your radiators you will avoid cold spots and get the most out of your heating system.
Keep your radiators clear and avoid putting furniture against them. Drying your washing on the radiator can make your house
colder, and can also encourage condensation and mould growth.
Your room thermostat should be set to the lowest comfortable temperature, which is typically between 18°C and 21°C
degrees. Turning down the room thermostat by one degree can save up to £75 a year.
A quick shower uses less water and energy than taking a bath. For every minute you shave off your daily shower, you’ll save
£7 a year on your energy bills.
Use heavier curtains during the winter months and make sure you close them when it gets dark to keep the heat in and the
cold out.
Regularly comparing energy tariffs and deals can help you make sure you’re getting the best gas or electricity tariff for your
usage and the best service offer.
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Have you thought about becoming a Housing Association
Board member?
It’s a great way to volunteer in your community and help change it for the better.
Local Housing Associations provide affordable rented housing for a wide
range of people who need it. They provide quick, efficient repairs and
other services, and some are also involved in building new homes.
Community based housing associations often provide all kinds of other
services to support local people – such as benefits and fuel advice, help
with getting into employment, and places for people to hold meetings and
community activities.
Housing Association staff members are paid professionals, but the
Associations are run by voluntary committee members, and usually the
majority live in the local area.

Here are some of the benefits of serving on the committee…
Benefits for the association and the wider
community

Benefits for you
•

Gain confidence, build a sense of achievement, improve your selfesteem and have a new sense of purpose.

•

You’ll help to raise awareness of the Association’sworkbothwithinthe
local community and beyond.

•

Develop your understanding, skills and knowledge, add to your CV,
and potentially open new career paths.

•

•

Be involved in a stimulating and mutually supportive environment
where your views are heard.

The time and energy you commit to the Association will directly
contribute to its work in improving the quality of life for tenants and the
wider community.

•

Youcanhelptoensuregoodquality housing and services.

•

Meet new people, develop friendships, and socialise with others with
a shared commitment.

•

Attend social & networking events, as well as training courses, to
build up your skills.

• As a voluntary committee member you’ll join hundredsof localpeople
andother volunteers who play such a crucial role in taking forward the
work of community controlled housing associations in Scotland.

•

Open up opportunities to apply to serve on important
national/regional bodies in the housing sector.

•

Become a part of one of the most important and effective
movements for physical and social improvement that has happened
in Scotland over the last 40 years.

•

Get personal satisfaction from giving something back to the local
community whilst making a real difference.

•

Broaden your horizons and have fun along the way!
The Association has created 12 salt/grit bin points at various locations within our estates. These Bridgewater bins are coloured GREEN and
have been provided by the Association for residents who may want to put grit down on unadopted footpaths during frosty or snowy weather.
Our contractors, idverde, already clear snow and put down salt/grit when necessary on some frequently used footpaths that the Council do
not maintain.
The Bridgewater grit bins are an extra ‘self-help’ measure that allow residents to put down grit on footpaths near their own homes should
they wish to.
The bins are there for residents to use and we hope you find them helpful. Our staff will be making regular inspections of the salt/grit bins to
ensure that they remain in good condition and that they have adequate stocks of salt/grit. If you find that there is not enough salt/grit or the
bins have been damaged or are being abused in any way, please contact Ian Munro or Lyndsey Louden by email, by phone or alternatively
speak to our receptionist if you’re visiting the office.

Please note that the Council also provides a number of grit bins throughout Erskine. These are normally bright YELLOW in colour and are not the responsibility of Bridgewater
Housing Association.

Bridgewater Housing Association LTD, 1st Floor, Bridgewater Shopping Centre, Erskine, PA8 7AA
TEL: 0141 812 2237 EMAIL: admin@bridgewaterha.org.uk WEBSITE: www.bridgewaterha.org.uk
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